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Buildings

GRAND EGYPTIAN MUSEUM:
THE EXCEPTIONAL TRANSPORT
OF THE KHUFU SOLAR BOAT

LIFTING OF THE KHUFU SOLAR BOAT, CAIRO, EGYPT

KING KHUFU'S SOLAR BOAT

TRANSPORT OF THE KHUFU SOLAR BOAT, CAIRO, EGYPT

IN THE SECOND HALF OF 2021, THE BESIX-ORASCOM CONSTRUCTION JOINT VENTURE
STARTED THE PROGRESSIVE DELIVERY OF DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE GRAND EGYPTIAN
MUSEUM COMPLEX. THE MUSEUM WILL OFFER VISITORS AN UNPRECEDENTED COLLECTION
OF EGYPTIAN ARTEFACTS, INCLUDING THE 5,300 OBJECTS FROM THE TOMB OF THE
YOUNG PHARAOH TUTANKHAMEN, MOST OF WHICH REMAIN UNKNOWN TO THE PUBLIC.
THIS GRANDIOSE MUSEUM, WITH A BUILT AREA OF 185,000 M² AND AN EXHIBITION AREA
OF 70,000 M2, WILL BE THE LARGEST MUSEUM IN THE WORLD DEDICATED TO A SINGLE
CIVILISATION. ITS ARCHITECTURE, IN PERFECT STRUCTURAL ALIGNMENT WITH THE PYRAMIDS
OF GIZA, REQUIRED CONSTRUCTION TEAMS TO MEET CHALLENGES OF UNPRECEDENTED
COMPLEXITY, INCLUDING GIGANTIC CANTILEVERS AND UNIQUE CEILING HEIGHTS.
IN AUGUST 2021, BESIX AND ORASCOM CONSTRUCTION TOOK ON ANOTHER CHALLENGE, OF
A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT NATURE AND HIGHLY UNUSUAL FOR CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES.
THEY TRANSPORTED THE WORLD'S OLDEST WOODEN SHIP, THE 4,500-YEAR-OLD KHUFU
SOLAR BOAT, FROM THE PYRAMIDS OF GIZA TO THE GRAND EGYPTIAN MUSEUM. AN
EXTRAORDINARY AND EXTREMELY DELICATE OPERATION, BRILLIANTLY COMPLETED BY THE
JOINT VENTURE'S TEAM.

Inherited from ancient Egypt, the Khufu Solar Boat is considered
the oldest wooden ship in the world. Intended to accompany King
Khufu into the afterlife, it was placed around 2,500 BC in a pit at
the foot of the Great Pyramid. Discovered in 1954 by Egyptologist
Kamal el-Mallakh, the ship has been on public display since 1985
at the Solar Boat Museum, just a few meters from where it was
found. Made of Lebanese cedar, a rot-proof wood, the ship weighs
45 tonnes and is 43.6 metres long and 5.9 metres wide.
“The Khufu Solar Boat is a magnificent and truly priceless artefact.
Our client, the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities and the Supreme
Council of Antiquities, has entrusted us with its transportation, to
install it in a dedicated building within the Grand Egyptian Museum.
This is a once-in-a-lifetime experience. And that was the case for
each of the people in our team who contributed to the extremely
thorough preparation and then the actual transport,” says Christophe Ledur, Country Manager for BESIX Egypt.

A SPECIFIC BUILDING FOR THE SHIP
One of the first steps was the choice of an exhibition space for the
Khufu Solar Boat. The client opted for a dedicated building on a
plot of the Grand Egyptian Museum and entrusted its construction
to BESIX and Orascom Construction. However, it was decided not
to complete the building until the ship was installed. “In preparing
for the transport operation, we determined that the best way to
proceed was to lift the ship and bring it inside via the roof to install
it very precisely, to the centimetre. Once inside, we would then
complete the structural work around and over the ship, while obviously protecting it,” explains Tomasz Szewczak, Project Engineer
at BESIX, who was in charge of this operation.

THOROUGH PREPARATION & TESTING
No detail was overlooked. The ship was inspected from every angle and
carefully housed in a tailor-made temporary steel cage, clad and illuminated for this exceptional event. An 8.5-kilometre route, considering the
size of the convoy and the fact that the ship had to be transported horizontally, was determined and every part of it was analysed for ground
stability and road surface quality. Upon exiting the old solar boat building, a perfectly flat ramp with a precise slope was constructed to create
a safe and stable path to drive the convoy to the asphalt roads outside
the pyramid complex. “A large number of elements had to be considered. For example, we also analysed visibility and wind gust variations
in Giza… We simply had no second chance,” adds Christophe Ledur.
In preparation for transport, a secure steel cage was built around the
ship before any handling, bringing the total weight of the convoy to
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100 tonnes. BESIX and Orascom Construction also relied
on their subcontractor, Belgian company Sarens, to implement a temporary steel bridge system to park the transporter
under the steel cage. The solution consisted of a twelve-axle
self-propelled modular transporter that had to lift the cage and
transport it out of the building. This transporter, once outside
with the ship, was mounted on a second similar transporter,
this double-deck system ensuring an even distribution of the
loads.
Mid-June, the BESIX, Orascom Construction and Sarens
teams organised a first test drive. The remote-controlled
convoy, unladen, completed the route in real conditions. A
success.

D-DAYS
The operation started on Thursday 5th August with the extraction of the Khufu Solar Boat. “The lifting went very well. A
particularity was the small room for manoeuvre to get out of
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The Ramesses II
experience

the building, with only 20 centimetres on one side of the cage.
Everything went as planned,” Tomasz Szewczak continues.

Building around an artefact was
not a first for BESIX and Orascom
Construction. In 2018, due to its height
of 13 metres, a 3,200-year-old statue
of Ramesses II was installed in the
museum long before the structural work
was completed. In the following years,
the Entrance Courtyard was therefore
built, in large part under the watchful
eye of the Great Pharaoh!

The actual transport began on Friday 6th August, with the fully
remote-controlled convoy travelling at 1 kilometre per hour.
It left the Pyramids area via the narrow ramp that snaked
between the Giza monuments, then joined and took the
planned routes to the Grand Egyptian Museum, surrounded
by lights and animations set up for the occasion. The last
operation took place on Saturday 7th August. An 800-tonne
crawler crane lifted the steel cage to a height of 30 metres
and inserted it into the new building through the roof. It was
then placed in the exact spot where future visitors will be able
to admire it.
“It was an exceptional adventure, both on a human and technical level, which demanded flawless excellence from everyone involved. Each team member proved to be up to this
extraordinary task and will undoubtedly remember it, at least
until the day we too are transported to the other side by a solar
boat, I presume…," Christophe Ledur concludes.

The Grand Egyptian Museum

Inspection of the artefact by representatives of the Grand Egyptian
Museum Conservation Centre and the Ministry of Antiquities showed
a perfectly intact vessel, the ultimate proof of the success of the operation. The structure of the building housing the Khufu Solar Boat was
completed in the second half of 2021, with the stone and glass façade
works to be completed in 2022.

“A large number of elements
had to be considered.
For example, we analysed
visibility and wind gust
variations in Giza…
We simply had no second
chance.”

CHRISTOPHE LEDUR,
COUNTRY MANAGER
BESIX EGYPT

The museum is one of the largest human
constructions in Egypt since the pyramids. It will
feature tens of thousands of artefacts testifying to the
greatness of Egyptian culture, including the golden
mask of Tutankhamen.
In total, it will have required 330,000 m² of concrete,
10,500 tons of steel and 210,000 m² of stone,
including marble and onyx. By 2021, the BESIX and
Orascom Construction teams will have exceeded
100,000,000 man-hours to build it, all with a
particularly high safety record.
The challenges of the site were numerous. In addition
to the absence of recurring angles, a specificity
linked to the alignment of the museum with the
pyramids, the building includes ceiling heights of
up to 30 metres, one of which is in a single piece of
white concrete, cantilevers including a whole floor
over a length of more than 20 metres, and stilettos,
26-metre-high downward pointing triangles flanking
the grand stairs. In addition to the impressive
structure and finishings, there are more than 30
particularly demanding MEP and IT systems in line
with the size and requirements of the building!
Besides the construction of the building, the client
entrusted BESIX and Orascom Construction with
the delivery of the exhibition galleries, as well as a
conference centre and educational facilities. The
progressive delivery of the galleries allowed the
archaeologists of the Conservation Centre to start
installing the exhibitions, an operation that started in
2021 and will continue throughout 2022.
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